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Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

It would soon be dawn and they would have to leave before then, and he
could no longer avoid _________________ his mind.
1.

(make up)

The officials were surprised, for, as a rule, people endeavored to avoid
_________________ the duties.
2.

(pay)

Keep on _________________ just as far as you can go on this train!3. (go)

I tell you, a woman with a reputation like mine has got to pay, and keep on
_________________.
4.

(pay)

Now that he was up he rather enjoyed _________________ them.5. (defy)

Thinking it over, I could not recall _________________ it up with the other
things from the table; but of this I could not be positively certain.
6.

(take)

The younger one was certain that one could keep on _________________
in living but that this was not an easy thing.
7.

(succeed)

Even at the Boards they avoided _________________ to him, he had
noticed for a long time.
8.

(talk)

Would you mind _________________ her a few minutes?9. (take care of)

I keep on _________________ myself it's foolish to worry.10. (tell)

People are touchy about social distinctions, which no doubt are often
invidious and quite arbitrary and accidental, but which it is impossible to avoid
_________________ as facts of natural history.

11.

(recognize)

I bring you a message from our lost mother, which I have too long delayed
_________________.
12.

(deliver)

I will wait for ever so many years for long dresses, if I must give up
_________________ in lap.
13.

(sit)
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I could help you to find cheap country quarters, and you could fit in your
own holiday at the same time, and so save _________________ expenses.
14.

(travel)

And before Edward could prevent her _________________ the rope, she
had flung herself off the wall, and was descending rapidly.
15.

(grasp)

It occurred to him that perhaps it would be best to keep a watch of the
shores ahead, to prevent _________________ carelessly into danger.
16.

(run)

I don't ever recollect _________________ one as fine or as big as that
one of yours.
17.

(see)

One cannot keep on _________________ evil thoughts while he makes a
floor or a gun or a field clean.
18.

(think)

Certain people say that the lady of Chaumont had him in her castle, to
learn the truth about these qualities, and kept him there for a week, to prevent
him _________________.

19.

(beg)

For the first, at least, we avoid _________________ marriage.20.
(recommend)
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